Background: Present research addresses the issue of skin aging and corresponding skin treatment individualization. Particular research question was on the developing of simplified criterion supporting patient-specific decision on the necessity and intensity of skin treatment. Basing on the published results and a wide pool of experimental data, we have formulated a hypothesis that a difference between biologic and chronologic age can be used as an express criterion of skin aging. Methods: In present paper, we report the results of studies with 80 volunteers between 15 and 65 years of age, linking parameters reflecting immune state, skin state, and topography to the difference between biologic and chronologic age. Facial skin topography, skin moisture, sebum level, and skin elasticity were studied using commercial devices. Blood immunology studies were performed using venous blood samples. Correlations between all measured parameters and age difference were calculated. Also, cross correlations between skin cell profile and blood immune profile parameters, and skin roughness parameters were calculated. Results: Age dependencies of the blood immunological parameters on the biologic and chronologic age difference are less pronounced as compared to the changes in skin cell profile parameters. However, the changes in the tendencies when biologic age becomes equal to chronologic one are visible for all studied parameters. All measured skin roughness parameters show correlations with age difference, but average skin roughness and depth of the deepest profile valley have the largest correlation coefficient values. Many of the measured skin cell profile and blood immunology parameters show strong correlations with average skin roughness and deepest profile valley, with some of the coefficients exceeding 0.5-0.6. Conclusions: Basing on own experiments and published research results, it is possible to suggest using the difference between calculated biologic age and chronologic age as an individualized criterion supporting decisions on skin treatment strategy. Further research involving larger numbers of participants and aiming on optimizing the expressions for calculating biologic age could lead to reliable and easily available express criterion supporting the decision making for an individualized skin treatment.
Introduction
Addressing of the issue on proper and timely measures against human skin aging is a complex problem for cosmetology and medicine involving among others physiological, social, and psychological aspects (Waters 1986; Koblenzer 1996; Gilchrest 2003; Gupta and Gupta 2003; Gupta and Gilchrest 2005; Matts 2008; Bhomick and Rao 2014; Konduracka et al. 2014; Zhang and Duan 2018) . Low self-perception of skin quality is often forcing people to seek intense intervention, which may be not necessary or even harmful (Waters 1986; Bhomick and Rao 2014; Konduracka et al. 2014) . Multiple studies have suggested objectively measurable skin properties and biochemical parameters (markers) that can be used for assessing if the skin is aging and needs certain cosmetic or medical intervention (Kwon and da Vitoria Lobo 1999; Jacobi et al. 2004; Klemera and Doubal 2006; Gruenewald et al. 2006; Naylor et al. 2011; Mann et al. 2012; Arce-Lopera et al. 2013; Porcheron et al. 2013; Freis and Perie 2014; Masuda et al. 2014; Shetage et al. 2014; Woo et al. 2014; Belsky et al. 2015; Trojahn et al. 2015; Belsky et al. 2017) . Corresponding methodologies cover the analysis of skin images (e.g., Matts 2008; Kwon and da Vitoria Lobo 1999; Arce-Lopera et al. 2013 ), skin topography (e.g., Jacobi et al. 2004; Masuda et al. 2014; Shetage et al. 2014; Trojahn et al. 2015) and mechanical properties (e.g., Porcheron et al. 2013; Freis et al. 2014; Woo et al. 2014 ), skin biochemistry (e.g. Naylor et al. 2011; Mann et al. 2012) , etc. So far, it is accepted that multiparameter (multimarker)-based methods are the best candidates for the development of aging criteria, in particular the criteria of skin aging (e.g., Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019) . Recent research makes use of an old concept of biologic age (Benjamin 1947 ), suggesting introduction of a cumulative factor including multiple parameters related to aging process (e.g., Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Klemera and Doubal 2006; Gruenewald et al. 2006; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Belsky et al. 2015; Belsky et al. 2017; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019) . Modern approach to the calculation of biologic age (BA) incorporates a number of objectively measurable and quantifiable parameters including body mass index, arterial pressure, different cardiorespiratory parameters, blood cholesterol levels and white blood cell counts, urea composition, etc. (e.g., Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Klemera and Doubal 2006; Gruenewald et al. 2006; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019) . These parameters are used in formal mathematical expressions for calculating estimated BA value. Different researchers utilize different sets of parameters and different expressions, but one can outline few common conclusions. Firstly, in the groups of individuals with the same chronologic age (CA; age according to the year of birth), biologic age is covering the values from far lower to far higher than the chronologic age (Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Belsky et al. 2015; Trojahn et al. 2015; Belsky et al. 2017; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019 ). Basing on a study of calculated biologic age for individuals with the same chronologic age and significant difference of BA and CA, it was found that a pace of aging is increasing with increasing chronologic age. Our studies indicate that there is a noticeable and measurable difference in many parameters reflecting the state of human skin for the individuals with BA < CA and BA > CA (Sukhovei et al. 2019 ).
Basing on available information, a hypothesis was formulated that a difference between the chronologic and biologic age can be used as an express indicator of skin aging. If such hypothesis is supported, it would open a pathway for developing an express criterion supporting decisions on an individualized skin treatment. In addition, it was concluded that corresponding biologic age value could be calculated using a simplified approach demanding only basic parameters that could be acquired from tests performed ambulatory or in almost every clinic. Discussed results of experimental studies on dependencies of the parameters reflecting skin state (cellular structure) and their correlations with the biologic and chronologic age difference (BA − CA) provided certain grounds for the validity of such hypothesis (Sukhovei et al. 2019) . Basing on the available data, it was concluded that for stated purposes gender-specific expressions for calculating biologic age should be used. Literature studies also indicate that for chosen specific purpose of designing express criterion for the individualized skin treatment different approaches for BA calculation may be equally useful. Further studies are needed to understand if such approach is universal and does not strongly depend on the choice of particular expression of BA calculation, or certain specific formula is most relevant.
In the present paper, we continue the discussion of formulated hypothesis describing the studies of parameters reflecting skin state (moisture, elasticity, and sebum level), skin topography, cellular structure, and overall body immune status of the study participants. Immune studies were added to the overall research scope reflecting the importance of the immune status changes in the aging process (Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Kiecolt-Glaser et al. 2003; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019 ).
Materials and methods
Studies were carried out with a group of volunteers between 15 and 65 years of chronologic age (40 males and 40 females) recruited predominantly from the city population. There was no pre-selection of the participants depending on the health or their skin state. Participants were thoroughly informed on the purpose of the studies and procedures involved and gave their written consent. The plans for the research and consent forms were approved by the Ethics Commission of the Institute of Immunology (IRB 1025402458740) according to the formal documents issued by the State Department of Health of Russian Federation. All procedures were conducted by the qualified personnel in accordance with principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments (World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki 2013). The average age of the male and female participants was 39.05 ± 2.28 and 39.48 ± 2.28 years, correspondingly.
Calculation of the biologic age
The following expressions for the biologic age calculations were used: 
where FVC is the forced vital lung capacity (liter) measured using common medical spirometer, SBP is systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) measured by a cuff tonometer, UC is urea concentration in urine (mg/100 ml), and BCh is a blood cholesterol level (mg/100 ml) and BCa is a calcium level (mg/100 ml) in the blood serum. Corresponding expressions for BA calculations are common for gerontology and age-related studies in Russia (Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Beloserova 2006; Sukhovei et al. 2019) . Note that these expressions give overestimated values of BA for early age and underestimated for late age, compared to the corresponding expressions used by other researchers underestimating BA in early age and overestimating it at late age (Webster and Logie 1976; Dean 1986; Borkan and Norris 1980; Dean 1998 ). In addition, with the approach to BA calculations used in the present research, young age is corresponding to BA > CA, which may be some counterintuitive but does not influence the purpose of present study.
Biologic age was calculated for each of the participants according to expressions (1) and (2). According to the formulated hypothesis, one should be able to select the individuals that "should not need skin corrective intervention" and "may require intensive corrective intervention." Following this approach, we have identified three sub-groups for each sex corresponding to "early age," "critical age," and "late age" as reflected by the age difference BA − CA (Sukhovei et al. 2019) . A group for "critical age" was defined as having this difference less than 5 years:
Thus, three sub-groups were chosen to have chronologic age below and above the "critical" (BA is clearly larger or clearly smaller than CA) and around the "crossover" age (BA~CA). Individual scatter of the values in BA vs CA dependences is rather significant, so basing on all experimental data acquired we have adopted a simplified approach to the "critical age" sub-group selection linked to the biologic age but basing on the chronologic one. So finally, the conditions for the three sub-group selection were chosen as follows: below 40, between 40 and 50, and above 50 years for the male subjects; and below 30, between 30 and 40, and above 40 years for the female subjects.
Thus, the definition of the simplified criteria for the age sub-group selection is: critical chronologic age group; male À between 40 and 50 years; ð4Þ critical chronologic age group; female À between 30 and 40 years;
Further, we refer to these groups as "early age," "critical age," and "late age" ones.
Assessment of the skin topography
Skin topography was measured using optical PRIMOS 3D scanner (by GF Messetechnik, Germany) on the face of the participants according to the protocol defined by the manufacturer. The following parameters of the skin topography were extracted using the embedded algorithms within PRIMOS system:
Average roughness, Sa
Maximum stretching of the roughness profile, Smax (difference between the highest "peak" and the deepest "valley" within the whole measured area) Ten-point height, Sz (average value of 5 highest peaks minus average value of five deepest valleys within the whole measured area) Height of the greatest profile peak, Sp Depth of the deepest profile valley, Sv Arithmetic mean of the profile slope of the roughness profile, Sda
Assessment of the skin state
The following parameters were measured to assess the state of the facial skin: Cutometer uses mild negative pressure that deforms the skin mechanically to measure skin displacement with the pressure. Corresponding skin elasticity parameters (R-parameters) are extracted using the embedded software. Corresponding values measured for all participants were close to the values for the corresponding age groups reported in the literature (Nedelec et al. 2016; Coltman et al. 2017 ).
Assessment of the immune system state
Blood immunology tests were conducted to assess the general health status of the participants. The following factors were chosen for the analysis:
Erythrocyte count (RBC) Leukocyte common antigen (CD45) T lymphocytes (CD45+CD3+) and their subpopulations Th lymphocytes or T-helpers (CD45+CD3+CD4+CD8−) Cytotoxic Ts lymphocytes (CD45+CD3+CD4 −CD8+) B lymphocytes (CD45+CD3−CD19+) Natural Killer (NK) cells (CD45+CD3 −CD16+CD56+) Immunologic index (CD45+CD3+CD4+/ CD45+CD3+CD8+) Immunoglobulin concentration in the blood serum (IgA, IgG, IgM, IgE) Blood macrophage and microphage activity Blood immunology was studied using venous blood samples taken using BD Vacutainer system (by Bioline, USA). Functional lymphocyte analysis was performed for untreated blood using indirect immunofluorescence with Cytomics FC500 Flow Cytometry Analyzer (Beckman Coulte Inc., USA) using monoclonal antibodies CYTO-STAT tetraCHROME CD45-FITC/CD4-RD1/CD8-ECD/ CD3-PC5 and CYTO-STAT tetraCHROME CD45-FITC/CD56-RD1/CD19-ECD/CD3-PC5 (by Beckman Coulte Inc., USA). Erythrocyte samples for flow cytometry were prepared using COULTER Q-PREP Workstation and reagent system COULTER IMMUNOPREP (both by Beckman Coulte Inc., USA) according to the protocols specified by the equipment manufacturer.
Skin-resident macrophage concentration and activity were measured using the same biopsy samples as used for the skin cell studies under flow cytometry according to common protocols. Blood monocyte count was measured using sample-stained glass in optical microscope. Metabolic blood monocyte activity was assessed using spontaneous and stimulated nitro-blue tetrazolium test (NBT; Freeman and King 1972; Gordon et al. 1973; Müller et al. 1981; Hart et al. 1999; Mosser and Zhang 2011; Kazanci et al. 2017 ). Blood monocyte phagocytic activity was assessed through the expression of FcγRIII (Fc γ receptor III, CD16) using the ingestion and attachment of the opsonized sheep erythrocytes (Mosser and Zhang 2011) . Quantization of the phagocytosis of opsonized sheep erythrocytes by macrophages was done visually under optical microscope by measuring the numbers of monocytes attached to the membrane surface of opsonized sheep erythrocytes (membrane-bound monocytes) and the number of monocytes that have ingested opsonized sheep erythrocytes (monocyte-ingested erythrocytes), as a percentage of the overall monocyte numbers. Mastocyte count measurement was incorporated into the experimental procedure as their levels were shown to decrease with aging in animal experiments (Benjamin 1947; Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Hart et al. 1999; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019) .
Concentrations of blood immunoglobulins were measured by turbidimetry using Modular Pre-Analytics EVO analyzer with the immunochemical module E140 (Roche, Switzerland) with the test system for nephelometry and turbidimetry by Dako, USA. Quantization of soluble immune complexes was done using precipitation by polyethyleneglycol (PEG; Chia et al. 1979; Ohlson and Zetterstrand 1985; Giaimis et al. 1992 ) using two different PEG concentrations (3.5 and 7 vol. %).
Phagocytic activity of the blood and epidermal neutrophils was assessed using adhering/ingestion method with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (brewer's yeast, Giaimis et al. 1992 ). The following parameters were recorded: percentage of active neutrophils participating in active phagocytosis and phagocytosis intensity as the mean number of adhered/ingested cells per phagocytizing neutrophil after 30 and 120 min from the start of experiment.
Statistical analysis
Pearson statistical and correlation analysis was carried out using the software package IBM SPSS Statistics Base v 22.0. Though the data sample size is not large enough to suggest adequate statistical analysis, one can already formulate certain preliminary conclusions.
Results
A large pool of experimental data was acquired and analyzed in the study. Here, we report on the data analysis and the most representative results for the parameters reflecting skin state and roughness, and blood immune status followed by the discussion on correlations of studied parameters with age difference BA -CA, and correlations of the skin roughness parameters with other measured skin and blood immunology status parameters. The age dependencies of the skin cell profile parameters were analyzed in a previous paper (Sukhovei et al. 2019) , and it was concluded that plotting the values against the difference between biologic and chronologic age allows to clarify certain tendencies and illustrate the trend changes around BA = CA. Thus, it was of significant interest to analyze if similar tendencies will be present for the blood immunology and skin roughness parameters.
Immune system status changes with the age difference BA − CA It was already shown that skin cell profile parameters often show certain interesting features when plotted against the age difference BA = CA and are quite monotonous when plotted against either chronologic or biologic age. In addition, it was noted that in some cases plotting such dependencies against the normalized age difference makes specific features more clear. Similar data processing was used for the analysis of the blood immunology profile parameters (Figs. 1 and 2). Although acquired data have significant scatter, certain hints toward the special case of BA = CA already can be observed. It should be noted that plotting the dependencies against age difference (BA − CA, as in Fig. 2a ), or normalized age difference (for example, (BA − CA)/BA, as in Fig. 2b) does not change the general trends as compared to the plot against age difference BA − CA.
In order to validate that age difference BA = CA can be used as a simplified criterion of aging, corresponding dependencies are visualized with the cumulative data averaged for the age sub-groups corresponding to "early," "critical," and "late" chronologic age (expressions 4 and 5), similarly to the approach used previously (Sukhovei et al. 2019) . As the scatter of the values in the plots against age difference is rather significant between participants, this sub-group age breakdown selection was done basing on the full set of obtained experimental data.
Bar plots in Fig. 3 present averaged levels of blood immunoglobulins for the chosen age sub-groups. Three left bars in each plot correspond to female, three right bars to male participants. Though some of the trends are less pronounced, there is certain tendency to have trend changes around (BA = CA) ± 5 years.
Previous studies reported contradicting trends in the immunoglobulin concentration changes. It is assumed that among the main reasons for that are the differences in the age and gender of test subjects, location of the immune cells, and study methods (Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019 ). There are reports that the levels of IgA in saliva are increasing up to about 60 years of age followed by the decline (Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014), which is quite similar to the trends shown in Fig. 3a . For the purpose of our research, dependencies of the blood immunoglobulin concentrations can still be used as certain argument for the formulated hypothesis.
Bar plots in Fig. 4 present averaged values reflecting the metabolic monocyte activity in spontaneous (a) and stimulated (b) NBT Test, and the phagocytic activity of the monocytes (percentage of membrane-bound monocytes (c) and of monocyte-ingested erythrocytes (d)) in the opsonization tests for the chosen age sub-groups. Three left bars in each plot correspond to female, three right bars to male participants. Certain tendency to have trend changes around ((BA = CA) ± 5 years) is also pronounced.
Plots in Fig. 5 present the levels of phagocytic activity and intensity of phagocytosis of blood neutrophils 30 and 120 min of the test for the chosen age sub-groups. Again, trend changes are visible around (BA = CA) ± 5 years.
Previous studies generally report on the decreasing with age overall numbers of monocytes and NK cells and greater adherence of neutrophils (Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011). In general, researchers pay more attention towards the changes in the functioning of the innate immunity cells with age (Voitenko and Tokar 1983; Alonso-Fernández and de la Fuente 2011; Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014; Martínez de Toda et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2017; Csaba 2019; Fahy et al. 2019 ). However, as it is with the changes in the immunoglobulin concentrations, changes in the corresponding trends of the age dependencies of the innate immunity cells can be used in support of the formulated hypotheses.
Skin state and topography changes with the age difference BA -CA Measured skin moisture, elasticity, and sebum level values are in general agreement with previously reported Fig. 2 Changes in the blood concentration of immunoglobulin M plotted against a biologic and chronologic age difference BA − CA, and normalized age difference (BA − CA)/BA. Squares (second order polynomial fit: double-dotted line)-male participants; diamonds (second order polynomial fit: dotted line)-female participants. Note that large positive difference BA − CA corresponds to early age. Trend lines (a): female y = 0.0009x 2 − 0.0139x + 1.6008, R 2 = 0.0680; male y = − 0.0001x 2 + 0.0091x + 1.6232, R 2 = 0.0471. Trend lines (b): female y = − 0.890x 2 + 0.549x + 1.654, R 2 = 0.069; male y = − 0.890x 2 + 0.549x + 1.654, R 2 = 0.069 Fig. 3 Concentrations of the blood immunoglobulins IgA, IgM, and IgG (a-c) averaged for the sub-population groups selected according to the "critical" chronologic age approach data (Castelo-Branco and Soveral 2014). Nevertheless, as corresponding age dependence plots for these values have quite a large scatter, they cannot be used for supporting or opposing the formulated hypotheses. Data from the skin roughness measurements by the Cutometer are used for arguing and in general are in good agreement with previously reported values (Nedelec et al. 2016; Coltman et al. 2017) .
Initially, the parameter values were plotted against the difference between the biologic and chronologic age (BA -CA). However, it became clear that corresponding trends are becoming more pronounced if the data are plotted against "normalized age difference" (BA -CA)/ CA, similar to the case for the parameters reflecting skin cell profile and blood immunology status. Large number of parameters calculated by the Cutometer show similar trends, and plots for average roughness (Sa) and maximum span of the roughness profile (Smax, difference between the highest "peak" and the deepest "valley" within the complete measured area) are presented in Fig. 6 as an example. Other measured roughness parameters have similar dependences on the age difference. Note that positive normalized age difference (BA -CA)/CA corresponds to early age, negative difference to late age participants. It should be also pointed out that corresponding dependencies on the normalized age "soften" the tendency towards increasing of skin roughness for BA < CA (late age).
Similar shift in the same direction was observed for the female participants, which indicates that certain corrections into the expressions for the calculating of biologic age may be needed. Best data fit for the experimental dependencies in Fig. 6 was achieved using the exponential trend lines; corresponding expressions are given in Table 1 .
It can be noticed that the scatter in the skin roughness values presented in Fig. 6 also seems to depend on the normalized age difference. Figure 7 presents some examples for the dependencies of the modulus of the difference between the measured values and trend lines shown in Fig. 6 (expressions for the trend lines are according to Table 1) on the normalized age difference (BA -CA)/CA.
Discussion
Age dependencies of the chosen parameters for individual subjects show significant scatter of the values. Also, Fig. 4 Functional activity of the blood monocytes for the sub-population groups selected according to the "critical" chronologic age approach. Results of spontaneous (a) and stimulated (b) NBT tests. Percentage of the membrane-bound monocytes (c) and monocyte-ingested erythrocytes (d), relative to the overall monocyte numbers the dependencies of the parameters reflecting blood immunology status and skin roughness on either biologic or chronologic age ( Figs. 1 and 2) do not show the trend changes around BA = CA. As in the case for the parameters reflecting skin cell profile (Sukhovei et al. 2019 ), analysis of the parameter plots against age difference or normalized age difference suggests that skin aging selection criterion basing on the comparison of the biologic and chronologic age has certain grounds. In the data averaged for chosen age sub-groups ("early age," "critical age," "late age," reflecting the individual differences between chronologic and calculated biologic age BA -CA) interesting trends are also visible, although the interval corresponding to "critical" age is chosen to be reasonably large (BA = CA ± 5 years) and its boundaries are chosen rather arbitrary. Firstly, there is a clear difference in the "critical age" condition (BA = CA) for male and female participants. Corresponding value trends Fig. 6 Average skin roughness Sa (a) and maximum stretching of the roughness profile difference between the highest "peak" and the deepest "valley" within the whole measured area) Smax (b) for all participants. In the corresponding trend lines, best fit is given by exponential curves (see Table 1 ). Note that positive normalized age difference (BA -CA)/CA corresponds to young, negative difference to elderly participants around CA about 35 years for female and about 45 years for male participants recovered from the blood immunology and dermal and epidermis cell profile (Martínez de Toda et al. 2016) are showing very good correspondence. Such difference can be attributed to the impact of the estrogens assumed suppressors of innate immunity (Csaba 2019) . For some of the blood immunity status indicators, scatter of the values are also quite high, but for many of them trend changes in the dependences on the age difference BA -CA are still pronounced and appear close to the values BA = CA.
Certain general observations can also be made from the data acquired for the roughness parameters of the skin. Firstly, there are no specific trend line anomalies in the data, skin roughness parameters of all participants (either male or female) increase with the age, including the plots against the age difference (BA -CA), or normalized age difference (both (BA -CA)/CA and (BA -CA)/BA). In addition, male skin tends to be rougher than that of females one more or less for all age. Thirdly, in the "early age" group the individual differences of the skin roughness parameters between participants are not very significant. Near and above "critical age" (BA = CA) such individual skin roughness differences are becoming significant and, in some cases, extreme and continuously increase with changing BA -CA (Fig. 7) . Individual differences in the male skin roughness are also much more pronounced. These observations can be used to support formulated hypothesis that "critical age point" may present certain watershed between young and aging skin helping to individualize the decisions on corresponding skin treatment.
It should be stressed that average roughness parameters (like the ones given by Cutometer measurements) may be not optimal for describing surface roughness features for any specific surface, biological or technological alike, as it was shown in relation to the discussion on "optimum roughness" of metallic biomedical implants (e.g., Albrektsson and Wennerberg 2004; Löberg et al. 2010; Koptyug et al. 2014) . For example, average parameters cannot adequately distinguish between surfaces with intense waviness (with large characteristic dimensions of features on the surface) having small or large micro-roughness (small scale features on the top), as average roughness values will be still dominated by the waviness (Koptyug et al. 2014) . And it is suggested that data of actual measured surface profiles should be analyzed using spectral methods, reflecting the "density" of the features having certain dimensions. In technology, modern instruments allow for embedded functionality providing such analysis. However, in many situations, corresponding analysis of the surface profiles ("raw . 7 Dependencies of the absolute values for the difference between measured values and trend lines (Table 1) for the skin roughness parameters Sa (a), Smax (b), and Sda (c). Values in micrometers, red squares-male participants, blue diamonds-female participants. Note that positive values of the normalized age difference correspond to young age profile data") are used for the following post-processing. In case of skin roughness characterization, such approach may also be better than using averaged roughness parameters, but as far as we are aware, commercial measurement units like Cutometer do not have the option of providing raw data from the roughness profiles.
Correlation analysis
Even without true correlation analysis, it could be observed that for many measured parameters trends in the dependencies for the blood immunology and skin cell profiles have certain special points at the same or very similar age difference values. Figure 8 illustrates this statement for the dependencies on the normalized age difference (BA -CA)/BA of the percentages of blood and skin Ts lymphocytes (a) and Th lymphocytes (b) for male participants. It is also quite clear that special point position for male in these graphs is some shifted from BA = CA towards younger age. With all reservations due to the relatively small number of participants in the studies, basic correlation analysis of all acquired data can be useful. Pearson correlation analysis was carried out between the roughness parameters of the skin and other measured parameters for all participants (including the results discussed in Sukhovei et al. 2019) . Largest correlation coefficients between the skin roughness parameters and age difference (BA -CA) were found for two of them, namely average skin roughness, Sa, and depth of the deepest profile valley, Sv (Table 2) . Certain correlations between other skin roughness parameters and age difference BA -CA are also present.
Tables 3 and 4 present the correlations of two roughness parameters Sa and Sv and skin cell and immune status parameters (see Sukhovei et al. 2019 ; for corresponding discussions and data analysis for the skin cell profile parameters). Corresponding correlations of the chosen skin roughness parameters (Sa and Sv) with the epidermal cell counts are rather significant on all positions (except for endotheliocytes and activated endotheliocytes II). Correlations with the skin immune parameters also exist, but on smaller number of positions as compared to the epidermal cell counts. It is not surprising taking into account that skin status and topography was measured on the face, skin cell status was assessed using the samples taken from the gluteal region, and the immunology status is assessed using venous blood samples.
Characteristically, in cases of significant correlations, corresponding coefficients with Sv are positive and with Sa negative. It actually seems counterintuitive, as deeper valleys (reflected by larger Sv values) usually mean larger surface roughness (e.g., larger Sa values). Reflecting to the above discussion on the impact of extracting only averaged parameters from actual skin topography profiles, this may mean that deep skin features with small width (wrinkles) should be analyzed separately and may give better indication of skin aging.
Correlations of the age difference and parameters representing epidermal cell profile (Table 5 ) and skin immune profile discussed in (Sukhovei et al. 2019) were also calculated ( Table 6 ). Correlations of the age difference parameter (BA -CA) are equally significant for the same epidermal cell count parameters, as it is for the correlations of skin roughness ones. Again, there is negligible correlation with the overall number of endotheliocytes, but there is a strong correlation with the number of activated endotheliocytes II. Skin immune profile parameters also show certain correlations with age difference, with strongest correlations for epidermal T lymphocyte, Th lymphocyte, and B lymphocyte numbers. Fig. 8 Visual illustration of blood and skin cell profile parameter correlations: a numbers of cytotoxic Ts lymphocytes in blood (triangles) and epidermis (squares); b numbers of Th lymphocytes in blood (triangles) and epidermis (squares) for male participants plotted against normalized age difference (BA -CA)/CA, with corresponding second order polynomial fitting curves. To help visualization blood lymphocyte relative numbers are unchanged, but all values for the skin lymphocytes are multiplied by 5. Original values are in percentage to the overall T cell counts. Note that positive age difference corresponds to the young age To complete the analysis, correlations of the skin roughness parameters (Sa and Sv) as well as the correlations of the age difference parameter (BA -CA) with the blood cell counts and blood immune profile were calculated. In the majority of cases, correlations were found to be small or insignificant. The only blood immunity parameters having correlation coefficients with Sa and Sv above 0. Analysis of the parameter correlations supports the suggestion that dermal and epidermal cell profile, immune profile, and skin topography are inter-related (for some combinations clearly correlated) and that individual parameters (BA -CA) has a strong potential of reflecting skin vitality and state linked to its aging. At the same time, blood immunity indicators are not that strongly correlated to the skin parameters such as skin roughness, or to the age difference parameter (BA -CA). At the same time, certain links of the blood immunity profile to the skin state and age difference seems to exist.
Summary of the data analysis
Analysis of the epidermal cell profile, skin immune profile, and skin roughness parameter changes with age shows peculiarities in their dependence on the difference of the chronologic and calculated biologic age. Young individuals have biologic age larger than the chronologic, and in later life, it becomes smaller then chronologic one (if the biologic age is calculated using chosen expressions 1 and 2, and the boundaries of the "early," "critical," and "later age" are defined according to expression 3). It appears that dependencies of the critical parameters assumed to be relevant and reflecting skin aging process are changing trends, or having their maximum or minimum near the crossover point BA = CA (calculated biologic age is equal to the chronologic one). Skin roughness increases much more intensely for the late age (BA < CA), and parameter differences between individuals are becoming much more significant. Trend lines for the skin parameter dependencies for male and female also tend to crossover near the point BA = CA. Analysis of the blood cell profile and immune status shows similar peculiarities in the dependences on (BA -CA), though in many cases they are less pronounced than that for the ones reflecting skin roughness. There are certain correlations between BA -CA and skin roughness parameters, but much more pronounced are the correlations with epidermal cell profile and immune status parameters. The "crossover point" BA = CA is different for male and female participants (see also the results presented in Gruenewald et al. 2006; Klemera and Doubal 2006; Fahy et al. 2019) , differing almost 10 years being about 35 years for female and 45 years for male participants.
Conclusions
In line with findings from other authors and following the results of present studies, one can conclude that the difference of calculated biologic and chronologic age may indeed be used as an indicator of significant changes related to aging, and in particular, the changes in skin properties including epidermal cell and immunity profiles underlying the skin aging processes. This conclusion is well supported by the studies of the age dynamics of skin cell profile parameters, skin and blood immunology profile, skin moisture and sebum levels, and skin roughness values. The dependence of the skin roughness parameters on the biologic and chronologic age difference shows clear increase of the skin roughness for the late age (as defined by used expressions), together with significantly increasing individual differences. It also is clear that for better individualization expressions for calculating biologic age for male and female could be further adjusted. Thus, it can be concluded that available experimental data support the hypothesis that a difference of the biologic age, calculated basing on the forced vital lung capacity value, systolic blood pressure, urea concentration in urine and blood cholesterol level, and a chronologic age could be used as an individual express criterion supporting the decisions on the need and intensity of the skin treatment. Analysis of the results also indicates that it is possible to qualify the skin status according to the early age, critical age, and late age concept with the critical age boundary defined as |BA -CA| < 5 years. It is also suggested that using this criterion can support the decisions if a person "does not need skin treatment," "may need certain, mild treatment," and "may need more intense skin care or treatment" depending on the particular clinical case. For the particular group of subjects, it was possible to redefine this criterion, linking it to the chronologic age of participants. Taking into account relative simplicity and generally good availability of the tests needed to acquire data for calculating biologic age using chosen expressions, such criterion can become a useful tool for skin care specialists and medics in taking decisions about skin care and skin treatment in individual cases. Relatively small number of participants to certain extent restricts the validity of above conclusions, and thorough tests should be further performed with larger number of participants. It would also be important to perform a study following the same individuals for a period of time and correlating calculated biologic age with parameters related to aging and critical for taking decisions about skin treatment. It should be specifically noted that used expressions common for the geriatric research in Russia give counterintuitive values for biologic age (in this case, biologic age is larger than chronologic one for young people). In addition, additional studies should be performed to analyze if the other accepted expressions for the biologic age calculation would be equally good or better when predictors of the critical to skin aging are based on the age difference BA -CA.
Abbreviations BA: Biologic age; BC: Blood cholesterol level; CA: Chronologic age; FVC: Forced vital lung capacity; NBT: Nitro-blue tetrazolium; PEG: polyethyleneglycol; Sa: Average roughness; SBP: Systolic blood pressure; 
